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Understanding the behavior of DNA at the molecular level is of considerable fundamental and
engineering importance. While adequate representations of DNA exist at the atomic and continuum
level, there is a relative lack of models capable of describing the behavior of DNA at mesoscopic
length scales. We present a mesoscale model of DNA that reduces the complexity of a nucleotide to
three interactions sites, one each for the phosphate, sugar, and base, thereby rendering the
investigation of DNA up to a few microns in length computationally tractable. The charges on these
sites are considered explicitly. The model is parametrized using thermal denaturation experimental
data at a fixed salt concentration. The validity of the model is established by its ability to predict
several aspects of DNA behavior, including salt-dependent melting, bubble formation and
rehybridization, and the mechanical properties of the molecule as a function of salt concentration.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2431804�

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past two decades, significant experimental ad-
vances have increased our ability to control and manipulate
individual DNA molecules. This capability has permitted de-
velopment of high-sensitivity experiments and low-volume,
high-throughput assays. Such developments have in turn im-
proved our fundamental understanding of DNA in a wide
variety of circumstances. Examples include DNA
microarrays,1 optical mapping,2,3 and single-molecule force-
spectroscopy experiments.4 Many of these technologies,
however, are qualitative in nature; they have yet to realize
their full potential and considerable challenges remain.5

Newly developed devices must be optimized to give consis-
tent, reproducible results, and algorithms must be developed
to extract quantitative information. Overcoming these chal-
lenges has been hampered by an incomplete, molecular-level
understanding of the biophysics involved. Predictive, mo-
lecular models of DNA capable of describing length scales
ranging from nanometers to microns would be particularly
useful in this regard. Such models would not only aid in
design and optimization, but also in interpretation of single-
molecule experimental data.

Several models of DNA are available in the literature.
These range from fully atomistic representations, in which
all atoms �including the solvent’s� are considered explicitly,

to highly coarse grained, where collections of several hun-
dred atoms are represented by a few spherical beads con-
nected by worm-like-chain springs. While a complete de-
scription in terms of all atomic coordinates would at first
glance appear desirable, as more chemical detail is included
in a model the computational requirements associated with
its solution increase significantly, thereby restricting severely
the length and time scales amenable to study. The challenge
is therefore to include just enough detail in a model to cap-
ture the physics that are responsible for DNA’s relevance in
biology.6

Atomistic models based on force fields such as
CHARMM �Ref. 7� and AMBER �Ref. 8� provide the high-
est degree of detail; studies employing these representations
are generally limited to small oligomers of DNA �usually
tens of base pairs in length� or simulation times on the order
of tens of nanoseconds. A number of recent reviews have
summarized the usefulness of such models.9–12 Some high-
lights include a study of the pathways of DNA hybridization
for a 3 bp oligonucleotide using transition path sampling,13

an investigation into the stability of 12 bp tethered DNA on
a surface with molecular dynamics,14 an analysis of the 136
tetranucleotide sequences in the context of 15 bp
oligonucleotides,15 and research into paranemic crossover
DNA molecules using oligomers of up to 49 bp in length.16

The latter study represents one of the largest all-atom simu-
lations of DNA; the molecule measured approximately 17
nm in length, or one third of a persistence length.

The examples above illustrate some of the challenges
that are encountered when describing a system with full
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atomic-level resolution. Atomistic models can be used to in-
vestigate long molecules for a short amount of time, or short
molecules for a longer time, and such calculations generally
rely on molecular dynamics techniques. For study of com-
plex phenomena, such as melting, behavior under external
fields, bending and stretching, or multiple-molecule interac-
tions, it is advantageous to resort to Monte Carlo sampling
techniques. These techniques, which include replica ex-
change, umbrella sampling, transition path sampling, and
various other algorithms, often require extensive amounts of
computer time �to simulate multiple copies/trajectories of the
system� or a reduced model complexity that facilitates the
use of advanced biasing moves. The study of Hagan et al.
demonstrates this fact; to understand the process of stacking
and unstacking along the double helix, only three base pairs
were simulated.

At the other end of the spectrum of length scales, e.g.,
for study of full genomic DNA, several models have been
proposed and have shed considerable light onto the dynami-
cal behavior of DNA in various environments.17 The bead-
spring model of Jendrejack et al.,18–20 in particular, gives
results in excellent agreement with experimental data for dif-
fusion, structural relaxation, and behavior under different
flow fields for bulk and confined DNA.21 Chopra and Larsen
have used a coarse grain model to investigate various aspects
of DNA dynamics in confined flows, with specific regard to
channels of large dimensions such that the molecule interacts
with only one wall at a time.22 And, more recently, good
agreement between single-molecule experimental data for an
84 �m molecule and results from Brownian dynamics simu-
lations of a coarse grain model have further underscored the
ability of such representations to describe a variety of rheo-
logical properties, including polymer extension, orientation
angle, and shear viscosity.23

For many applications of interest, however, the ap-
proaches mentioned above, either atomistic or bead/spring,
are inadequate. For length scales between �2 nm and
�2 �m, the so-called mesoscale region of multiscale mod-
eling, atomistic models are too computationally demanding
and continuum-level models do not provide the resolution or
molecular detail required to describe a variety of phenomena,
including hybridization, binding of proteins, nanoscale con-
finement, or melting. In each of these applications, relevant
phenomena or processes occur on length and time scales
commensurate with the contour length of the molecules and
their longest relaxation time, but key effects �e.g., hybridiza-
tion or melting� occur at a much more localized level. A
number of problems of interest in the study of DNA, includ-
ing microarray design, DNA viral packaging, and single-
molecule force spectroscopy, would benefit considerably
from a mesoscale representation of DNA.

Such a need has been noted by several authors, and in
recent years new mesoscale models for DNA have begun to
emerge for use in both theory and simulation. Available
mathematical and low-resolution mesoscale models can de-
scribe phenomena such as the orientational dependence of
successive bases and the elastic properties of the
molecule,24–36 but such formalisms are either not directly
applicable to molecular simulation techniques or do not de-

scribe melting and hybridization. For example, Bruant and
co-workers37 have investigated several groupings of atoms
into rigid bodies and created a model that reproduces bend-
ing, torsional, and stretching rigidities. These descriptions,
however, do not address thermal denaturation and do not
include electrostatic effects. More recently, DNA has been
modeled as a complex bead-spring network immersed in a
coarse grain solvent,38 but melting and hybridization are not
envisaged in that representation.

Several recent models have been proposed to describe
melting and hybridization; however, they could benefit from
improvements in other areas. The model of Drukker and
Schatz39 is a bead-spring approach where a nucleotide is rep-
resented as two sites—one for the backbone and one for the
base. The model allows for hybridization, but it does not
include Coulombic interactions and does not describe major
and minor grooving. It also does not address the mechanical
properties of the molecule. A more recent two-site model
adds terms to account for sequence specific base stacking
interactions but also neglects Coulombic and mechanical ef-
fects and does not possess the correct geometry. Another
approach addresses both double and single-chain strands.40

This bead-pin model reproduces experimental melting
curves, but the lattice representation poses some limits on its
utility. Moreover, the model does not include electrostatic
interactions and does not address the elastic properties of
DNA.

This work presents a mesoscale molecular model of
DNA that is suitable for study of systems where an under-
standing of localized phenomena is desirable, and for which
long molecules and correspondingly long time scales must
be considered. The model permits simulation of DNA from
nanometer to micron-length scales. It describes aspects of
melting, hybridization, salt effects, Watson-Crick base pair-
ing, the major and minor grooving of DNA, and the me-
chanical properties of the molecule. Particular emphasis is
placed on the predictive capabilities of the model in the con-
text of the thermal and mechanical behaviors of DNA. This
article begins with a description of the model. We next out-
line the protocols and simulation methods used to param-
etrize and validate the model, and we present the results of
the parametrization. The validity of the model is assessed by
examining its ability to predict several experimentally ob-
served phenomena. These include sequence-, length-, and
salt-dependent melting, and the emergence of a large, salt-
concentration-dependent persistence length characteristic to
double-stranded DNA. Further evidence of the usefulness of
the model, with particular regard to melting and hybridiza-
tion, is provided by simulation of bubble formation and an-
nealing. We conclude our article with a brief summary of our
findings and a discussion of current and future applications
and extensions of the model.

II. MODEL

The model proposed here was developed to comply with
several key tenets. These are

�1� The model should be off-lattice and simple to under-
stand and implement.

084901-2 J. Chem. Phys. 126, 084901 �2007�
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�2� The model should reduce the number of sites needed to
represent a nucleotide to ease computational demands
and permit simulation of long molecules �or concen-
trated systems� over long time scales.

�3� The model should predict several key physical phe-
nomena, including base specificity, the effects of salt
concentration on duplex stability, and the characteristi-
cally long persistence length of double-stranded DNA.

�4� The model should permit micron-scale simulations of
DNA with nanometer-level resolution, thereby facilitat-
ing investigations of DNA in systems such as viral
capsids, DNA/histone complexes, and DNA
microarrays.

These tenets arise from a desire to have a model that is
applicable to a variety of systems and amenable to different
simulation techniques, including Monte Carlo �MC� meth-
ods, molecular dynamics �MD�, and Brownian dynamics.

Our proposed model reduces the complexity of a nucle-
otide to three interaction sites, one each for the phosphate,
sugar, and base. There are four different base sites, one for
each type of base in DNA. Panel �a� of Fig. 1 illustrates the
groups of atoms represented by each site of the coarse grain
model for a cytosine nucleotide. The backbone phosphate
and sugar sites are placed at the center of mass of the respec-
tive moiety. For purine bases �adenine and guanine�, the site

is placed at the N1 position. For pyrimidine bases �cytosine
and thymine�, the site is placed at the N3 position. The co-
ordinates for each of the sites just described were determined
from the standard coordinates for the B isoform.41 The Car-
tesian and polar coordinates for each of the sites, as well as
the protocol to create a DNA molecule, are given in Table I.
Also listed are the masses.

Panel �b� of Fig. 1 depicts the placing of the sites in
relation to the atomistic representation for the monophos-
phate dinucleotide 5�-GA-3�. The phosphate site can bind to
a sugar in either a 5� or a 3� sense. Panel �c� of Fig. 1, which
shows the topology of a single strand, illustrates these bond
orientations and introduces the site and bond labeling con-
ventions used in this work. Panel �d� shows a 13 bp oligo-
nucleotide represented with the construction just described
and illustrates how the model captures the characteristic ma-
jor and minor grooves of DNA. Consistent with the atomistic
structure, the major groove is approximately twice as wide as
the minor groove. Panels �b� and �d� of Fig. 1 were generated
using VMD.42

The geometrical features of the model, which are im-
parted by the use of three sites per nucleotide rather than two
�as was done by Drukker and Schatz�,39 are important in at
least two respects. First, they offer a possibility for “reverse”
coarse graining or inverse mapping of the model for coupling
between different length scales. The three sites provide the
necessary scaffolding to selectively reconstruct an atomistic
representation on a local level while keeping the remainder
of the molecule coarse grained. Second, such features are
necessary for investigations of protein/DNA association. The
ability of binding proteins to identify the grooves is a key

TABLE II. Values for energy parameters found in the potential energy func-
tion.

Parameter Value
k1 �

k2 100�
k� 400� / �radian�2

k� 4�

� 0.26 kcal/mol
�bpGC 4�

�bpAT
2
3�bpGC

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the mesoscale model of DNA. Panel �a�
Grouping of the atoms for each coarse grain site for a cytosine nucleotide.
Panel �b� Atomistic to coarse grain site mapping for the monophosphate
dinucleotide 5�-GA-3�. Panel �c� Single-strand topology illustrating the po-
larity of the strands. Panel �d� Model of a 13 bp oligonucleotide.

TABLE I. Cartesian and polar coordinates and masses for sites in the DNA
model. For an atom at �x ,y ,z�, the corresponding atom on the other strand is
at �x ,−y,−z�. Successive residues on each strand are placed using the screw
symmetry for the B form of DNA �10 residues per turn and an axial rise per
residue of 3.38 Å�; thus, an atom at �r ,� ,z� places the next at �r ,�
+36° , z+3.38 Å�. This scheme produces a molecule centered upon and
aligned with the z axis. See Ref. 41 for more information.

Site x y z r � Mass
�abbreviation� �Å� �degree� �amu�

Phosphate �P� −0.628 8.896 2.186 8.918 94.038 94.97
Sugar �S� 2.365 6.568 1.280 6.981 70.197 83.11
Adenine base �Ab� 0.575 0.516 0.051 0.773 41.905 134.1
Thymine base �Tb� 0.159 2.344 0.191 2.349 86.119 125.1
Cytosine base �Cb� 0.199 2.287 0.187 2.296 85.027 110.1
Guanine base �Gb� 0.628 0.540 0.053 0.828 40.691 150.1

084901-3 A coarse grain model for DNA J. Chem. Phys. 126, 084901 �2007�
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element in their complexation to dsDNA. The proposed
model displays these motifs and might therefore facilitate
new studies of protein/DNA interactions that cannot be pur-
sued with existing models of DNA.

The potential energy of the system includes seven dis-
tinct contributions,

Vtotal = Vbond + Vangle + Vdihedral + Vstack + Vbp + Vex + Vqq,

�1�

where

Vbond = �
i

Nbond

�k1�di − d0i
�2 + k2�di − d0i

�4� , �2a�

Vangle = �
i

Nangle k�

2
��i − �0i

�2, �2b�

Vdihedral = �
i

Ndihedral

k��1 − cos��i − �0i
�� , �2c�

Vstack =�
i�j

Nst

4��	�ij

rij

12 − 	�ij

rij

6� , �2d�

Vbp = �
base pairs

Nbp

4�bpi
�5	�bpi

rij

12 − 6	�bpi

rij

10� , �2e�

Vex =�
i�j

Nex �4��	�0
rij

12 − 	�0

rij

6� + � if rij � dcut

0 if rij 	 dcut
 , �2f�

Vqq =�
i�j

N
qiqj

4
�0�krij
e−rij/�D. �2g�

Tables II and III list the values of the energy and geometry
parameters that appear in Eq. �2�.

The first three terms of Eq. �1� are typical expressions
for intramolecular bonds, bond angles, and dihedral angles.
The equilibrium distances and angles in these terms are set
equal to the values obtained from the atomic coordinates of
the standard model of the B form of dsDNA,41 and are sum-
marized in Table III. We note here that these parameters, in
large measure, define the structure of the molecule. Assign-
ing their values relative to the B geometry biases the model
to this form of the molecule and renders transitions to other
forms of DNA �i.e., A and Z� difficult. A related consequence
of this modeling strategy is the implicit assumption that the
sugar pucker does not change. As in all coarse-graining ap-
proaches, decisions must be made as to which phenomena
one wishes to capture in the model. Since the proposed ap-
plications of the model involve DNA found in the canonical
B form, and removing the B-form bias would require addi-
tional angle and dihedral parameters, the bias is deemed ac-
ceptable and in line with the key tenets mentioned above.

The remaining terms of Eq. �1� describe various pair-
wise, nonbonded interactions; the Vstack term accounts for the
base stacking phenomena and contributes to backbone rigid-
ity. It is an intra-strand term and is modeled using the Gō-
type, native contact scheme of Hoang and Cieplak43 with a
cutoff radius of 9 Å for the native interaction search. Each
�ij is thus pair dependent. Two sites on the same strand com-
prise a native contact if the distance between them in the
native structure is less than the cutoff distance. The native

TABLE III. Values for geometric parameters found in the potential energy function. A phosphate can bind to a
sugar in either a 5� or a 3� sense. �See panel �c� of Fig. 1.� Thus, S�5��-P represents a bond between a phosphate
and a sugar belonging to the same nucleotide while S�3��-P joins together neighboring residues. The bond angle
P-�5��S�3��-P consists of both types of bonds. �Note: S�5��−P=P− �5��S.�

Bond d0 �Å� Bond angle �0 �degree�
S�5��-P 3.899 S�5��−P− �3��S 94.49
S�3��−P 3.559 P− �5��S�3��−P 120.15
S-Ab 6.430 P− �5��S−Ab 113.13
S-Tb 4.880 P− �3��S−Ab 108.38
S-Cb 4.921 P− �5��S−Tb 102.79
S-Gb 6.392 P− �3��S−Tb 112.72

P− �5��S−Cb 103.49
P− �3��S−Cb 112.39
P− �5��S−Gb 113.52
P− �3��S−Gb 108.12

Dihedral angle �0 �degree� Nonbonded Length �Å�
P− �5��S�3��−P− �5��S −154.80 �ij Interaction specific
S�3��−P− �5��S�3��−P −179.17 �bpAT 2.9002
Ab−S�3��−P− �5��S −22.60 �bpGC 2.8694
S�3��−P− �5��S−Ab 50.69 �0 �mismatched bases� 2−1/6�1.0�
Tb−S�3��−P− �5��S −33.42 �0 �otherwise� 2−1/6dcut
S�3��−P− �5��S−Tb 54.69
Cb−S�3��−P− �5��S −32.72 dcut ��ij��6.86
S�3��−P− �5��S−Cb 54.50
Gb−S�3��−P− �5��S −22.30
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structure is determined from the standard coordinates as de-
scribed in Table I. We note that the 9 Å cutoff scheme creates
an interaction not only between bases i and i+1, but also
between bases i and i+2. Smaller cutoff distances were in-
vestigated, but these did not adequately maintain the double-
helical structure. The term Vbp describes hydrogen bonding
between any complementary base pair and acts both intra-
and interstrand. For this term, �bpGC=2.8694 Å and �bpAT
=2.9002 Å. These values are obtained from the standard
coordinates41 and correspond to the respective N1–N3 dis-
tances of each complementary pair. The Vex term describes
excluded volume interactions. If the pair comprises two mis-
matched bases �e.g., A-A, A-C, etc.�, �0=1.0�2−1/6 Å; oth-
erwise, �0=6.86�2−1/6 Å.

Coulombic interactions are taken into account using the
Debye-Hückel approximation, where �D is the Debye length,
which is valid for the low-salt, physiological concentrations
that are generally encountered in biological systems. Only
phosphate sites, which have a −1 charge, contribute to this
term. The dielectric constant, �k, is set equal to its value for
water at room temperature and is 78. We note here that a
more desirable representation of DNA would describe coun-
terions in an explicit manner, thereby avoiding the need for
an approximate Debye-Hückel treatment. Given the addi-
tional complexity and computational demands introduced by
counterions, however, we have chosen to limit this first ver-
sion of our model to the use of screened Coulombic interac-
tions.

Two sites are excluded from all nonbonded interactions
�including Coulombic� if they constitute a bond. Any sites
forming a bond angle do not experience Coulombic interac-
tions. Moreover, contributions for Vstack, Vbp, and Vex are
mutually exclusive, meaning that a pair of sites contributes
to one and only one of these terms. Categorization of each
two-body interaction begins by determining which sites be-
long to Vstack by searching for native contacts in the Gō-type
sense.43 Then, those pairs belonging to Vbp are identified by
searching through the remaining pairwise interactions and
selecting the A-T and C-G pairs. All pairs not belonging to
the previous two categories are assigned to Vex. This hierar-
chical approach in assigning nonbonded interactions is nec-
essary to prevent unphysical base pairing between adjacent
bases on the same strand. If such an approach is not adopted,
two nitrogen base sites could be assigned to both Vstack and
Vbp. For example, if the DNA sequence contains a dinucle-
otide step of AT, TA, GC, or CG, the coarse grain interaction
of the pair of base sites would be both complementary and
within the cutoff distance of the stacking term. In reality,
such a situation does not occur due to the geometrical con-
straints of hydrogen bonds. Atomistic models capture this
phenomenon because they include all the structural informa-
tion about the molecule. Since coarse graining removes these
finer details, proper categorization and bookkeeping of the
interactions is needed to replicate the proper behavior. Stack-
ing is the correct interaction to model in this regard and thus
takes precedence over the base pairing term.

This potential energy function contains many adjustable
parameters, but only a few affect the behavior of the model
to a significant extent. For example, a relatively large change

in the value of k1 causes little change in the value of the
melting temperature of a particular oligomer. Those param-
eters that do play a large role are k�, �, and �bpGC. The Cou-
lombic term contains no adjustable parameters; the Debye
length is related to the ionic strength of the solution through

�D = 	�0�kRT

2NA
2eq
2I

0.5, �3�

where �0 is the vacuum permittivity, NA is Avogadro’s num-
ber, eq is the electronic charge, and I is the ionic strength.
Thus, different salt concentrations are taken into account by
calculating the appropriate value of �D from Eq. �3�. For
example, to simulate a system with �Na+�=50 mM, �D

=13.603 Å.

III. METHODS

A. Systems

Several DNA sequences of varying lengths and topology
were simulated in this study. Each was assembled according
to the model described above. Below is a description of each
and an appropriate designation.

�1� S1,S2: The model was parametrized with a 14 bp oli-
gomer of DNA for which experimental melting data are
available. The sequence, 5�-GCGTCATACAGTGC-3�,
and its compliment, 5�-GCACTGTATGACGC-3�, are
designated S1 and S2, respectively. The duplex is ab-
breviated S1·S2. Thermal denaturation of S1·S2, as a
function of salt concentration, has been measured ex-
perimentally through UV absorbance.44

�2� TGGCGAGCAC, CGCCTCATGCTCATC, ATG-
CAATGCTACATATTCGC: These oligonucleotides
were used to validate the model parameters. The melt-
ing temperatures of these sequences was measured ex-
perimentally by UV absorbance.45 The GC content and
length of each is different from that of S1·S2. The
lengths are 10, 15, and 20 bp and the fraction GC con-
tents 70, 60, and 40, respectively.

�3� L60B36: This 60 bp strand of duplex DNA is designed
to form a partially melted morphology when the
temperature is raised slightly above the melting
temperature of the molecule. The conformation is
known as a “bubble” and is characterized by single-
stranded regions bounded by double-stranded regions.
This molecule has been examined experimentally
by Zeng et al.46,47 and the sequence is
5�-CCGCCAGCGGCGTTATTACATTTAATTCTTAA
GTATTATAAGTAATATGGCCGCTGCGCC-3�.

�4� ss40, ds139, ds281, ds421, ds1489: Several fragments
of DNA from bacteriophage lambda were used to de-
termine both the dsDNA and ssDNA persistence length
of the model. The superscript refers to the number of
bases/base pairs in each molecule. The topology of
each fragment is also denoted as double- or single-
stranded. The fragments were obtained by digesting
with either the TaqI, StyI, or HaeIII restriction en-
zymes. Virtual digests were done using Restriction

Mapper.48 The entire genome of bacteriophage lambda

084901-5 A coarse grain model for DNA J. Chem. Phys. 126, 084901 �2007�
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was obtained from Entrez Genome. The fully extended
lengths of these fragments are approximately 14, 47,
96, 143, and 500 nm, respectively.

B. Parametrization

Parametrization was carried out in an iterative manner.
Initial values for each of the parameters in the potential en-
ergy function were selected based upon geometric arguments
and following the conventions of Hoang and Cieplak.43 Rep-
lica exchange molecular dynamics simulations were pre-
formed with eight replicas to obtain melting curves. The
simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble with the
temperature maintained using the Nosé-Hoover chain
method49 with four thermostats. The temperature range was
260−400 K with 20 K intervals. The time step was 1 fs;
swaps between replicas were attempted every 2000 steps,
and nonbonded interactions were cut at 4�D. Each replica
was equilibrated for 400 ps. A replica was considered to be
in an equilibrated state when the potential energy ceased to
drift over time. This usually occurred after �1 ps. After
equilibration, each replica was simulated for 10 ns. Thus, the
total time of one replica exchange simulation �equilibration
and production of all eight replicas� was 83.2 ns. The results
of these simulations were analyzed using the weighted his-
togram analysis method �WHAM�.50 We note here that
WHAM allows us to determine the properties of the system
as a continuous function of temperature. This is particularly
helpful when determining the melting temperature of the
DNA molecule of interest.

The parametrization of the model was carried out on
S1·S2 at �Na+�=50 mM. The general optimization scheme
was to relate all energy values to �, find the epsilon which
reproduced the experimental melting curve, change the other
parameters to improve the fit, and then start another cycle. In
the final rounds of optimization, N=20 independent replica
exchange simulations �each with different initial configura-
tions� were performed for each set of parameters in order to
achieve good statistical significance. Results reported for an
arbitrary property, P, are presented as the average, �P�, of the
N values. Uncertainties were calculated from these N quan-
tities as ��P� /�N−1, where ��P� is the standard deviation of
the N averaged property values.

C. Characterization and validation

One of the advantages of a coarse grain model is that it
can eliminate high-frequency modes, thereby permitting use
of longer time steps than a fully atomistic model. When per-
forming simulations using molecular dynamics, it is advan-
tageous to use the highest time step ��t� that maintains an
accurate integration. One quantity that is useful in assessing
an appropriate time step is the conservation of the extended
Hamiltonian in an NVT simulation using Nosé-Hoover
dynamics.51 If the quantity is not conserved, the time step is
too high. The criterion used in this work to monitor the fluc-
tuation in the conserved quantity of the Nosé-Hoover
Hamiltonian51 is the average deviation given by

��E� =
1

N
�
k=1

N �Ek − E0
E0

� , �4�

where N is the total number of steps, Ek is the value of the
conserved quantity at step k, and E0 is the initial value of the
conserved quantity. For stable integration, log��E��−2.5.
Optimization of the time step consisted of determining ��E�
for �t=1,3 ,5 , ... ,21 fs. For each value of �t, three indepen-
dent simulations, with different random number seeds, were
performed to estimate the errors in the reported values. The
system was S1·S2 at �Na+�=50 mM, the temperature was
300 K, the simulation time of each replicate was 20 ns, and
snapshots were saved every 50 ps.

In order to demonstrate the computational requirements
of the model, the processor time needed to simulate S1·S2 at
�Na+�=50 mM and 300 K was also determined. The length
of the simulation was 100 ns. Two time steps were used,
namely 1 and 10 fs. Each simulation was performed on a
single Intel Xeon processor with a clock speed of 3.0 GHz.

The predictive capabilities of the model were tested us-
ing the parameters obtained by optimization with S1·S2 at
�Na+�=50 mM. Both thermal and mechanical properties
were investigated. For salt-dependent, thermal melting, a
replica exchange molecular dynamics scheme, similar to that
described for parameterization, was used on S1·S2 at
�Na+�=20 and 120 mM and on TGGCGAGCAC, CGCCT-
CATGCTCATC, and ATGCAATGCTACATATTCGC at
�Na+�=69 mM.

For other properties of the system, such as bubble stabil-
ity and persistence length, traditional molecular dynamic
simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble with Nosé-
Hoover chain dynamics. �See the Parametrization section
above for the simulation details.� L60B36 was simulated at
360 K to examine bubble formation. Annealing of the bubble
to induce hybridization was done at 300 K.

To characterize the mechanical properties of the system,
the persistence length52 was determined for several frag-
ments of -DNA. For double-stranded DNA, simulations
were performed on ds139, ds281, ds421, and ds1489. Dif-
ferent fragments were used to verify that length and se-
quence effects were not present. The simulations were per-
formed with NVT molecular dynamics at �Na+�=150 mM
and 300 K. To study the dependence of salt on the persis-
tence length, simulations were performed on ds421 at
�Na+�=8, 13, 25, 50, 70, 100, and 150 mM at 300 K. To
determine the persistence length of single-stranded DNA,
ss40 was simulated at �Na+�=150 mM and 300 K. A smaller
fragment is used for the single-stranded case to prevent hair-
pin formation. Five to ten independent simulations were per-
formed for each fragment and condition, and data for analy-
sis were collected only after each molecule was appropriately
relaxed.

The persistence length, lp, can be extracted from the de-
cay of the correlation of unit vectors tangent to a chain ac-
cording to
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�û�s� · û�0�� = exp	− s

lp

 , �5�

where û�s� is the tangent unit vector at position s along the
length of the chain.53 For systems in which atoms are repre-
sented by discrete sites, the tangent vectors can be defined
explicitly by suitably chosen bond vectors along the chain.
Since B-DNA has 10 bases per turn, this bond vector, ri

�where i is the contour length index�, is chosen as the con-
nection between every tenth sugar site. For example, r0
=RS10−RS0 and r1=RS20−RS10, where RS10 is the position of
the sugar site in residue 10. Using this approach, Eq. �5� can
be rewritten as

�r̂i · r̂0� = exp	− ia

lp

 , �6�

where r̂i=ri / �r�i, �r�i is the norm or magnitude of ri, and a is
the average length of the bond vectors given by a= ��ri��. The
persistence length, lp, is found by fitting the results of simu-
lations to Eq. �6�.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parametrization and salt-dependent melting

The parameters in the model were fit to experimental
data for S1·S2, whose melting behavior has been studied
experimentally in several salt solutions.44 Figure 2 shows
representative experimental data and simulated results for the
fraction of denatured base pairs, f , as a function of tempera-
ture for S1·S2 at three salt concentrations. Parameters were
fit only at �Na+�=50 mM; the triangles represent that particu-
lar concentration. The curves at other salt concentrations, as
well as all other simulation results presented hereafter, rep-
resent predictions of the model; no additional adjustment of
parameters was necessary. As the model was fit to reproduce
data at �Na+�=50 mM, the melting temperature obtained
from simulation at this concentration is, by construction, in
agreement with experiment. However, the results also dem-
onstrate that the model is in close agreement with the tem-
perature range over which melting occurs. Though the simu-
lated melting transition is slightly broader than its
experimental counterpart, particularly in the shoulder areas
of the curve, this phenomenon is common in coarse grain

approaches, and the discrepancy in this case is minor com-
pared to that encountered in previously available models.
The likely cause resides in the actual definition of a dena-
tured base pair. Experimentally, it is known that the absor-
bance in the UV range of the electromagnetic spectrum is
directly proportional to the fraction of denatured base pairs.
In simulation, there is some arbitrariness in the molecular-
level definition of base pairing; in fact, by simply adjusting
the criterion for base pairing, the shoulder regions of the
curve can be tuned to provide better agreement with experi-
ment, but this action does not affect the behavior of the sys-
tem. More important than these finer details in the shape of
the curve is the fact that the onset and completion of melting
occur at the same temperatures in both experiment and simu-
lation.

The effect of salt on the behavior of DNA is of central
importance to its function in numerous applications. Increas-
ing the salt concentration of a solution of DNA causes its
melting temperature to increase because the negatively
charged backbone of the molecule experiences increased
screening. Figure 2 demonstrates that, over the range of con-
centrations considered in the experiments of Holbrook et
al.,44 the model can predict the effects of salt on the melting
temperature of DNA. Table IV provides precise figures and
error bars for the conditions depicted in Fig. 2.

A more stringent test of the predictive capabilities of the
model is provided by simulations of the melting temperature
of DNA fragments that differ from S1·S2. To this end, we
considered three fragments of complimentary dsDNA for
which experimental data are available. The length and GC
content of each of these oligonucleotides differ from those of
S1·S2. The salt concentration is also different, namely
�Na+�=69 mM. Table V includes the sequence of the mol-
ecules and the results. The agreement between simulation
and experiment is reasonable and serves to demonstrate the
general validity of the model.

B. MD time step and “long” simulations

One advantage of a coarse-grained model is that it per-
mits increasing the time step, �t, required for integration of
the equations of motion of the system. An appropriate time

FIG. 2. Agreement between simulated and experimental thermal melting
curves for S1·S2 at �Na+�=20, 50, and 120 mM. f is the fraction of dena-
tured bases.

TABLE IV. Melting temperatures of S1·S2 at different salt concentrations
from simulation and experiment.

�Na+� �mM�
Melting temperature �K�

Simulation Experiment
20 321.8±2.3 321.0±0.2
50 327.9±2.2 328.5±0.3
120 335.9±1.8 333.2±0.5

TABLE V. Predicted and experimental �Ref. 45� melting temperatures of
DNA duplex oligomers ��Na+�=69 mM�.

Melting temperature �K� % Error
DNA sequence �5� to 3�� Simulation Experiment
TCCGCAGCAC 328.7±2.5 317.7 3.5
CGCCTCATGCTCATC 322.8±2.1 326.0 1.0
ATGCAATGCTACATATTCGC 321.9±2.2 328.4 2.0
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step, however, must be small enough to resolve the high-
frequency motion of the model of interest. For atomistic
models, this usually corresponds to the vibrational motion of
bonds containing hydrogen, and a time step of �0.5−2 fs
�depending on whether constraints are placed on the bonds in
question� is the largest that can be used and still lead to
proper energy conservation. As no explicit bonds involving
hydrogen are present in our coarse grain model of DNA, it is
possible to increase considerably the time step for molecular
dynamics simulations.

Figure 3 shows the average deviation of the conserved
quantity of the Nosé-Hoover Hamiltonian, log��E�, as a
function of the time step. The points represent the results of
simulations and associated errors, and the solid line is a fit to
a simple linear model. The dashed horizontal line is located
at log��E�=−2.5 to facilitate analysis of the results. The en-
ergy conservation as a function of time step exhibits a linear
trend fairly well, with a Pearson correlation coefficient, R2,
of 0.97. From the linear analysis, it appears that �t�10 fs is
the largest time step that can be used with our model and still
maintain good energy conservation. This increase is signifi-
cant �compared to the time step of atomistic simulations�,
and immediately raises the simulation times that are ame-
nable to study by an order of magnitude.

As discussed above, coarse grain models reduce the
computational demands needed to simulate a certain mol-
ecule for two reasons: �1� a reduction of the number of sites
needed to represent the system, and �2� an increase in the
time step of integration �if MD techniques are used�. A natu-
ral question is how much computer time is required to
achieve a certain level of simulation time. To demonstrate
the ability of the model in this regard, the computer time
needed to simulate 100 ns of S1·S2 �14 bp� on one processor
was determined for two different time steps, 1 and 10 fs.
�See the Methods section for simulation details.� Though it is
a shifting target, 100 ns is considered a “long” simulation
time by current standards. The simulation using �t=1 fs re-
quired 13 h and 45 min of CPU time, while that for �t
=10 fs required only 1 h and 29 min. Such simulations with
an atomistic model with explicit solvent would have required
approximately 24 000 sites. Computer times for this system
would require tens of days to accomplish, even using the
most sophisticated algorithms and software. For example,

GROMACS �Refs. 54 and 55� is widely considered to be an
efficient MD program. Its website56 posts a benchmark cal-
culation of a system of 23 207 particles. The hydrogens of
the system were treated as dummy particles to remove the
bond and angle vibrations and simulate with a time step of 4
fs. A multiple-time-step algorithm was also employed. Re-
sults are reported for calculation of Coulombic interactions
using both particle mesh Ewald �PME� summation and a
cutoff scheme. For PME, the program can produce 1.34 ps of
simulation time per day on a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon processor.
If the Coulombic interactions are cut off, the rate increases to
2.512 ps/day. Thus, 100 ns would take approximately 40 and
75 days of cpu time for cutoff Coulombics and PME, respec-
tively. These capabilities are slower than those produced by
our model by factors of 640 and 1267, respectively. While
S1·S2 is not a particularly long molecule, these numbers
serve as a reference point for future investigations and sys-
tems.

C. Persistence length and “long” molecules

Over the past several years, single-molecule force-
spectroscopy measurements have provided important in-
sights into the mechanical stability of DNA. One key finding
has been the fact that dsDNA exhibits worm-like-chain be-
havior, with a characteristic persistence length, lpds

, of 45
−50 nm.4 An adequate description of this property is impor-
tant in such applications as viral packaging and optical map-
ping in micro/nanofluidic devices. We now consider the pre-
dictive capabilities of the model in this regard.57

The model persistence length for dsDNA was deter-
mined from duplex -DNA fragments of four different
lengths: 139, 281, 421, and 1489 bp. The persistence length
of each fragment was determined by fitting simulation results
to Eq. �6�. Figure 4 shows representative fitting results for
ds421; other fragments show similar behavior. The average
scalar product of bond vectors, the left-hand side of Eq. �6�,
is shown as a function of the distance between these vectors,
ia. Note the different rates with which the individual repli-
cates decay; this diverse behavior is inherent to persistence
length calculations and is also seen experimentally,4 where
different measurements give a broad range of values for lp.

FIG. 3. Average conserved quantity, �E, as a function of time step, �t, for
20 ns molecular dynamics simulation of S1:S2.

FIG. 4. The average scalar product of successive backbone bond vectors as
a function of the distance between those vectors for calculation of the per-
sistence length of ds421. The symbols represent the simulation data while
the lines represent the fit to Eq. �6�. Colors represent results from different
independent simulations.
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Table VI summarizes the outcome of the analysis for
each fragment. The dsDNA persistence length for the model
is 20±1 nm. The experimentally determined value at the
same salt concentration is approximately 45−50 nm. The
model therefore reproduces the mechanical properties of ds-
DNA within a factor of only �2.3±0.1. While at first glance
such a discrepancy might appear large, we note that previous
coarse grain models capable of describing the melting and
hybridization of DNA have persistence lengths on the order
of tens of angstroms. The present model gives a value of tens
of nanometers. Given that the persistence length did not en-
ter our parametrization of the model, we view the factor of 2
as reasonable but note the room for improvement. The value
for the persistence length is largely dependent upon k� and �
of Eqs. �2c� and �2d�, respectively. A future parametrization
of the model will address this issue.

Further validation of the model is possible by investigat-
ing the mechanical properties of ssDNA. Experimental re-
ports for the persistence length of single-stranded DNA, lpss

,
range between 0.75 and 3 nm.58,59 Simulations of a single-
stranded, 40 base fragment of -DNA �abbreviated ss40� at
�Na+�=150 mM gives lpss

=1.9±0.1 nm, which is in the
middle of the experimental range. The error in lpss

is deter-
mined from results of ten independent simulations.

It has been experimentally observed that the persistence
length of dsDNA depends on salt concentration.4 As salt con-
centration decreases, the screening of the charges along the
backbone of the DNA molecule decreases and the phosphate
groups seek to separate themselves from their neighbors. The
result is a more elongated molecule at lower salt concentra-
tions than in more screened environments. Baumann et al.
showed that the behavior is captured by the nonlinear
Poisson-Boltzmann theory for uniformly charged cylinders;4

these authors showed that

lp = lp0
+ lel = lp0

+
1

4�2lB
= lp0

+ 0.324I−1 nm, �7�

where lB is the Bjerrum length �7.14 Å for water at 25 °C�
and lp0

and lel are the nonelectrostatic and electrostatic con-
tributions to the persistence length, respectively.

Our proposed model captures this effect of salt concen-
tration on persistence length. Figure 5 shows the dependence
of the persistence length on salt concentration for ds421. The
symbols are the simulation results and the line is the best-fit
line to Eq. �7� with lp0

=17 nm. Baumann et al.4 report that
lp0
values of 45 and 50 nm fit the experimental data equally

well. As discussed above, the persistence length of the model
is off by a factor of �2.3, so the discrepancy in lp0

is ex-

pected; the proposed model, however, reproduces the relative
effect of salt concentration on persistence length quantita-
tively.

These calculations serve to underscore an important at-
tribute of the model. The length of the longest molecule con-
sidered in this work �ds1489� is about 0.5 �m. Simulations
of 0.5 �m dsDNA with an atomistic representation would
involve �109 sites; the demands of microsecond calculations
for a system of that size are well beyond current computa-
tional capabilities. The model proposed in this work is able
to do so with only �1/10 000 of the sites �a 105-fold reduc-
tion�, while still giving results in agreement with experi-
ments; it permits simulation of micron-length DNA with mo-
lecular resolution and opens up opportunities for
investigation that were previously not accessible.

D. Bubble dynamics

One of the key tenets in the design of this model was the
need to describe sequence-dependent melting and hybridiza-
tion. DNA bubble formation and annealing provide a suitable
test of the model in this regard. A “bubble” is a structure
containing a single-stranded, melted region �the bubble�
bounded by a double-stranded region on either side. It is
produced because the melting and hybridization of dsDNA is
accomplished through intermediates states. Since under-
standing and characterizing these states is important in un-
derstanding the cooperativity of melting and hybridization
and how DNA is manipulated in biological processes, study-
ing bubbles not only serves to validate the model but also
provides an interesting molecular-level view into an impor-
tant aspect of DNA biophysics. In nature, regions of dsDNA
are “opened” and “closed” repeatedly in processes such as
replication and translation; the study of bubble morphology
is therefore an active area of research.47 In particular, Zeng et
al.46,47 have studied the formation and hybridization of
bubbles using a 60 bp sequence of dsDNA �termed L60B36
hereafter�. This molecule consists of two GC-rich regions at
its ends, and an AT-rich region in its middle. It is experimen-
tally observed that, upon heating in a solution of 50 mM
ionic strength, the middle of the sequence melts to produce a
bubble. Molecular dynamics simulations indicate that our
model also produces a stable bubble for �Na+�=50 mM when
the temperature is raised above the melting temperature and
held at 360 K.

TABLE VI. Persistence length of fragments of double-stranded, -DNA.

Fragment lpds
�nm�

ds139 21.2±4.1
ds281 16.2±0.8
ds421 19.6±1.1
ds1489 22.0±1.6

FIG. 5. Dependence of dsDNA persistence length, lpds
, on salt concentration.
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Figure 6 describes this process of bubble formation. It
also shows the dynamics of bubble annealing. Annealing is
accomplished by dropping the temperature of the DNA
bubble from 360 K back to room temperature �300 K�. The
figure depicts the occurrence of each natively hydrogen-
bonded base pair, labeled 1 through 60 �according to the
position in the molecule�, as a function of time. Panel �a�
shows the bubble formation at 360 K and panel �b� the hy-
bridization or closing of the bubble after quenching to 300 K.
Also shown in the figure are representative snapshots of the
molecule, which clearly reveal the formation and disappear-
ance of the bubble.

A comparison of panels �a� and �b� suggests that bubble
formation occurs on a faster time scale than rehybridization.
For this molecule, bubble formation is complete in 15±1 ns,
while rehybridization is complete in 44±13 ns. �These re-
sults represent an average from five independent simula-
tions.� The rehybridization process is approximately three
times slower than the actual formation of the bubble. The
spread in the times of both processes, however, is consider-
able. The ranges are 3.6−51 and 15−82 ns for bubble forma-
tion and rehybridization, respectively. While the actual char-
acteristic times that emerge from simple molecular dynamics
of our model should be viewed with caution �the model does
not include specific solvent effects, friction losses, or hydro-
dynamic interactions�, the results paint a useful picture of the
mechanism by which annealing might occur in the labora-
tory. Hybridization does not take place in one continuous
motion. Rather, short “zipping” events take place where sev-
eral base pairs on one end of the bubble re-pair with their
complements but melt soon after. The longer the zipped re-
gion, the longer the re-pairing persists. The critical length
needed for complete hybridization appears to be �12 bp.
Zipping and unzipping continues until this critical length is
attained �at �15 ns with base pairs 15–27�. This re-paired
stretch then expands to bp 35 �Fig. 6 shows this state� and
the hybridization is completed from the other side soon after.

V. CONCLUSION

A. Summary

A predictive, coarse grain model for DNA has been pro-
posed. The validity of the model has been established by
comparing its predictions to available experimental thermal
and mechanical data. The model preserves considerable
molecular-level detail by reducing the complexity of a nucle-
otide to three interaction sites, while permitting simulation of
micron-long DNA. It successfully reproduces salt-dependent
thermal melting and the dynamics of bubble formation. It
exhibits a persistence length for dsDNA consistent with ex-
periment �although lower by a factor of 2�, and reproduces
quantitatively the effect of salt concentration on that persis-
tence length. It also correctly describes the persistence length
of ssDNA. The model is relatively simple, and should facili-
tate investigations of a variety of systems that would benefit
considerably from simulations, but that have not been ame-
nable to numerical studies as a result of computational limi-
tations. Such systems include DNA microarrays, viral DNA
packaging, and high-throughput DNA microfluidic devices
for optical mapping.

B. Future work

While the model, in its present form, could be useful in
a variety of settings, opportunities exist to expand its appli-
cability. For example, one benefit of designing the model
with three sites per residue rather than a two-site construc-
tion is the presence of a true major and minor groove. Such
structure is important for binding proteins. These proteins
recognize certain sequences within the grooves when form-
ing complexes with the double helix. Since the model con-
tains both sequence information and grooving, DNA/protein
studies can be performed by using a protein model that is
aware of the base types of the DNA. Modeling RNA repre-
sents another natural extension of the model. This can be

FIG. 6. Processes of bubble formation �a� and rehybridization �b� of L60B36.
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accomplished by simply defining a new base type, uracil,
that pairs with the cytosine site. The standard coordinates of
RNA are available41 from which the bond, angle, and dihe-
dral parameters can be obtained. With a RNA model that is
compatible with that of DNA, new insights might be gained
into the binding competition that the two nucleic acids expe-
rience.

Another opportunity concerns the joining of models of
different resolution in one simulation environment. This was
alluded to previously. The idea is to represent critical regions
of the molecule atomistically, such as the protein binding site
of the duplex, while modeling the remainder of the system
with more coarse grain approaches. The model presented
here is useful in this regard; it maintains the geometric shape
seen in atomistic models, thereby making it feasible to link
the two scales. Since it exhibits the properties of DNA over
long length scales, it is congruent with more coarse grain
approaches. The difficulty lies in appropriately linking the
two length scales. This is an area of active research in the
community and encompasses a variety of classes of com-
pounds.

One area where improvements are necessary is in the
persistence length. As previously discussed, the persistence
length is off by a factor of 2. Current work includes efforts to
bring the persistence length given by the model into closer
agreement with experiment. We also note that the use of
Debye-Hückel screening to account for salt effects poses a
number of limitations. Our results indicate that this approach
works well for low-salt conditions that are generally encoun-
tered in biological systems. For conditions of high salt, a
more involved approach that includes explicit counterions
must be considered. The addition of counterions poses a
number of challenges; an appropriate scheme must be se-
lected to calculate the Coulombic energy �e.g., shifting,
switching, Ewald summation�, the energetic balance between
the DNA and the counterions must be deduced, and the size
of the problem must be contended with. Some of our current
efforts are aimed at including counterions to not only give a
more complete picture of the behavior at low salt concentra-
tions under confinement, but also to enable simulation of
concentrations above the 150 mM limit of Debye-Hückel.
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